
See how much it will cost 
to install solar panels for 
your home 
Based on your: 

Q Location 

Electric use 

@ Prices of the best rated solar companies near you 

| Enter your zip code | CALCULATE COST 

@ No personal information required 

wok In 
43,000 Unbiased consumer reviews 

SolarReviews has verified consumer reviews of 

almost every solar company nationally. We 

use both software and manual checks to 

ensure you only see reviews from real 

customers. Our checks weed out fake reviews 

written by the companies themselves, as well 

as false negative reviews written by their 

competitors. 

Online cost and savings calculator 

We have developed the most accurate online 

solar panel cost and savings calculator that 

shows consumers exactly how many solar 

panels they need, as well as average local 

prices for a system of that size, estimated 

savings, and their payback period. 

  

& SolarReviews  SolarCalculator Reviews Your Utility Blog LearnAboutSolar 

Excellent 
ewe ~~ 

Expert ratings of solar installers 

Consumer reviews alone don’t reliably 

measure the quality of a company. Many 

installers offer incentives for positive reviews, 

drowning out negative reviews and inflating 

their review score. To counter this - and 

provide consumers a rigorous, data-based 

assessment - we have developed an expert 

rating score for solar installers based on 

several ranking factors. 

* 
Unfiltered reviews 

We refuse to allow any solar company to pay 

us to hide bad reviews. These same 

companies often say other reviews websites 

have allowed them to do so, but we won't 

stand for these untrustworthy practices. 

KNOW BEFORE YOU BUY 

@ Expert insights 

Read honest, professional opinions, backed up by the latest industry data, 

Login/Register Q 

  

X 
Expert ratings of manufacturers 

When it comes to solar panel equipment, 

reviews are of limited value. Consumers leave 

reviews immediately after their solar system is 

installed, but the panels last for 25 years or 

more. To provide a more comprehensive view, 

we have designed an expert rating system for 

solar manufacturers based on select key 

criteria. 

c 
The best solar companies 

SolarReviews is committed to ensuring that 

unscrupulous business operators don’t give 

the solar industry a bad name. If you decide to 

seek quotes through our site, we will only 

connect you with pre-screened solar installers 

that we trust. 

The best place to research & shop for solar 
panels for your home 

from our in-house solar experts.
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@ Expert insights 

Read honest, professional opinions, backed up by the latest industry data, 

from our in-house solar experts. 

& Genuine reviews 

See what verified customers say about each of your local solar companies 

before you make a purchase. 

-e: The best balance of privacy and price competition 

You do not need to provide any personal information to see an accurate 

solar panel cost and savings estimate on SolarReviews. After seeing the 

estimate, you can request bids from installers with the option to choose as 

few as one, or as many as four. No other solar marketplace gives you this 

choice.   Show the best solar companies near me > 

SOLAR IN YOUR STATE 

Find installers in your 
state 

~- 

  
COMPARE SOLAR MANUFACTURERS 

Expert rating scores for solar panel 
manufacturers 

Our scoring methodology rates solar manufacturing companies on 

technical factors that are unlikely to be considered in customer reviews, 

  

Very Good offering consumers valuable insight into the actual quality of a solar brand. 

SolarReviews Expert Rating Score: Clite qm mee 

Rating breakdown 

  

Elite ae Module Quality —— =O @ Value ——s
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SolarReviews Expert Rating Score: Elite % om mm mm mp 

Rating breakdown 

Elite We Module Quality ——= == == Value ——= 

Financial Visibility ——s Dealer Quality ——es 

Investment in US — === Warranty ——=—===—==® 

Learn more > 

TRUSTED QUALITY 

Expert rating scores for solar panel 
installers 

We have developed an installer rating system that offers insight beyond 

what’s available in other public sources of information. Consumers can use 

our scores to choose the right solar installer for their exact needs. 

SolarReviews Expert Rating Score: cellent qx mm mam mmm 

Rating breakdown 

  

Background checks —_————= —=0==@ Brand quality ——= 

License & insurance —_——e Vertical integration =—=o—=—® 

Profitability _————=—===8 lransparency —————===8 

Consumer reviews — = ==O==® Loan options —_— === ® 

————=——===@ Local service Responsible pricing =—=O=—=O=—=O=—® 

Learn more > 

SolarReviews has been named one of America's fastest-growing private 
companies, twice! 

SolarReviews was recognized as one of Inc. 5000's fastest-growing companies in both 2020 and 2021! This is a testament to the 

important role that SolarReviews has played in the development of the residential and small-scale commercial solar industries 

  

over the last eight years. If you look at just the media sub-segment of this competition, SolarReviews was the 9th fastest-growing 

media company in 2020. 

More information > 

PS 

2: 
4 WE’RE HERE TO HELP 

| Editorial Advisory Committee 
Michael Bishop Catherine Kelso 

_— = SolarReviews has curated an Editorial Advisory Committee as part of the 

  

Andy Sendy Lachlan Fleet     
commitment to our quality solar initiative. 

See more of our dedicated team > 
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See more of our dedicated team > 
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WHAT SETS US APART 

Increased price competition, the best 
companies, no commission 

Find companies that have: 

¥ Been in business 5+ years ¥ Verified license and insurance 

¥ Excellent review scores ¥ An office near you 

SolarReviews partners with around 800 solar companies, most of which are 

local and family-owned. We do not earn commission on sales, although we 

do receive a small referral fee if you request a quote from any of our partner 

installers. 

Solar companies know that they have to be competitive when bidding on 

referrals from SolarReviews. This price competition and our rigorous process 

to select solar companies to partner with makes SolarReviews the best place 

to shop for solar panels. 

¢ Solar Company Reviews > ## SolarPanelReviews > - ae oe 

SS Solar Inverter Reviews > Solar Battery Reviews >   
LATEST SOLAR NEWS 

Expert articles from great solar journalists 

Our editorial team and solar journalists have over 50 years of combined experience in 

the solar industry. That's a lot for an industry that is only 15 years old. Our experts 

have passion, insight and, more importantly, fierce editorial independence. The 

content side of our business is completely removed from the commercial activities. 

Our content team is based in New Jersey, Oregon and Australia, while our 

commercial team works out of Denver and San Francisco. 

Latest Articles 

August 10, 2022 

Zeeshan Hyder 

Electricity costs in Boston, MA (2022 rates) 

In 2022, the average cost of electricity in Boston is 26 cents per kilowatt-hour, and the 

average monthly bill is $156. Here are two easy ways for Bostonians to lower their 

energy bill 

August 9, 2022 

Ana Almerini 

How many watts does a space heater use?  
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do receive a small referral fee if you request a quote from any of our partner 

Solar companies know that they have to be competitive when bidding on 5 

referrals from SolarRevi 

  

This price competition and our rigorous process   
to select solar companies to partner with makes SolarReviews the best place 

to shop for solar panels. 

Solar Company Reviews > Solar Panel Reviews > > = = 

Solar Inverter Reviews > Solar Battery Reviews > 

  

Expert articles from great solar journalists 

Our editorial team and solar journalists have ove ears of combined experience in 

  

e solar industry. That's a lot for an industry that is only 15 years old. Our e 
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commercial team works out of Denver and San Francisco. 

Latest Articles 

August 10, 2022 

Zeeshan Hyder 

In 2022, thea 

   
verage cost of electricity in Boston is 26 cents per kilowatt-hour, and the 

   56. Here are twoe WO 

  

for Bostonians to lower their 

  

August 9, 2022 

Ana Almerini 

    for heating a 150-square-foot 

room. Which one is   
& SolarReviews Pere Contact Us ory ee te eda atest) sie Sitemap 

Installers call: +1 (844) 442-5029 

Privacy policy Termsofuse Do not sell my details 
Homeowners call: +1 (877) 331-4545 

, © 2012 - 2022 solarreviews.com. All rights reserved. 
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Solar Panel Cost and Savings Calculator 
Updated: January 5, 2022 

Using only your zip code and utility company, our solar calculator will provide you with an accurate solar savings analysis. 

f Enter your home details 

Zip code Monthly Bill $200 _ Roof Direction 
    

  

  

| | ————@ | South Vv | 

  

    

  

    

  

Electric Utility Desired electric offset 100% ~~ Roof Pitch 

| Select your utility v | @ | 6/12 (26.6°) v | 

(Enter your zipcode to continue) 

CALCULATE 

fi} System and Savings Details Assumptions 

‘e: Production 

Number of solar panels needed Monthly Electric Bill Comparison . 
Shade 3% 

GB Electric Bill ~~ 

Recommended system size - 

To update roof pit I ection, reset the 

Before Solar Iculat 
Payback period 

& Savings 

25 year net savings 
- $ Cost 

After ar 

1 Financine 
Savings from incentives - g 

$0 $0.2 $0.4 $o $0 $ 

Show advanced metrics 

@ Solar Generation and Usage 

Your current Annual Electric Use Energy Production from Solar System 

Electric Usage (§§§§ Solar Production 

En
er

gy
 
(k
Wh
) 

  

@ Battery Backup Details
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Calculate how much you can save with solar 
panels 

Average 25 year solar savings: 

Average solar panel cost: 

Average year 1 electric bill savings: 

Estimate solar panel cost and savings based on your location, roof and power use. 

  
*Solar panel savings by location, solar panel manufacturer, system size and the amount of electricity your home uses. Cost shown after ITC 

tax credit. 

Home > Going solar with your utility 

Cost & savings calculator 

Your utility company and solar panels 
Updated: October 22, 2020 

On this page: 

Solar panel cost calculator START 

Are solar panels worth it as a customer of your utility? 

One of the big issues we try and bring to light here at SolarReviews is just how attractive the investment return can be from 

installing solar panels on your home. With the 26% tax credit still available until the end of 2020, and around 30 states 

having net metering programs in place that pay you either full retail rates, or close to it, for excess solar power that you 

export to the grid, the opportunity exists to make a tidy profit whilst also helping fight climate change. 

Calculating solar savings can be difficult because savings depend on many factors including your location (different 

locations get different amounts of sun), the suitability of your roof for solar panels, local rebates and incentives, how and 

when you use electricity in your house, the structure of the utility electric rate plan you are on (tiered or time of use), the 

amount charged per kilowatt hour (kwh) by your utility and the amount your utility pays for excess solar power exported to 

the grid 

This why we here at SolarReviews have created utility specific solar calculators for use by customers of each of the major 

electric utilities in America. These solar panels savings calculators take into account all the factors above to produce an 

online savings estimate and to provide a comfortable way to seek further information from some of the leading solar 

companies servicing your area if you want to investigate these savings further. Select your utility below to get started.
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Solar panel cost calculator = Zip Code HF \= 4 ; 
Cost & savings calculator 

companies servicing your area if you want to investigate these savings further. Select your utility below to get started. . 
Zip le 

It may be that solar isn't the only way you can reduce your electric utility bill. It may be possible to make savings by: 
y ywayy y y y P aad GET STARTED 

¢ Swapping to a rate plan that is cheaper for your usage; and/or 

¢ Implementing energy efficiency measures 

However, installing solar will usually be the single most effective thing you can do to reduce your electric bill and the 

option that can achieve the greatest savings. 

How much can you save with your utility? 

PDISON MN Eeicson, @ emu o. Rls. 

ey fo ones” s0G¢ =, DUKE 
olan (i someon SS” ENERGY. PID 

Select your utility v 

If you can't find your utility in the list above check back regularly as we continue adding to this list. 

Solar panel savings as a customer of your utility for your specific home 

  

  

  

People also ask: 

SOLAR IN YOUR STATE SOLAR INCENTIVES 

| SOLAR CALCULATOR | 
  

Related solar news 

4 
a” 
y    -Y 

Catherine Lane Zeeshan Hyder Ana Almerini 

August 11, 2022 August 10, 2022 August 9, 2022 

NJ electricity cost: rates, Electricity costs in Boston, How many watts does a 
utilities, and more MA (2022 rates) space heater use? 

The average electric bill in New In 2022, the average cost of The average space heater uses 

Jersey is about $116, but... electricity in Boston is 26 cents... 1,500 kWh and is ideal for... 

Utilities Utilities Solar Energy 
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Solar panel cost calculator / 
Cost & savings calculator 

wi Pacific Gas and 2 LA 
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Select your utility v 

If you can't find your utility in the list above check back regularly as we continue adding to this list. 

Solar panel savings as a customer of your utility for your specific home 

  

  

  

People also ask: 

| SOLAR IN YOUR STATE | | SOLAR INCENTIVES 

| SOLAR CALCULATOR | 
  

Related solar news 

   
Catherine Lane Zeeshan Hyder Ana Almerini 

August 11, 2022 August 10, 2022 August 9, 2022 

NJ electricity cost: rates, Electricity costs in Boston, How many watts does a 
utilities, and more MA (2022 rates) space heater use? 

The average electric bill in New In 2022, the average cost of The average space heater uses 

Jersey is about $116, but... electricity in Boston is 26 cents... 1,500 kWh and is ideal for... 

Utilities Utilities Solar Energy 
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Installers call: 

Homeowners call: 
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